
About Solar Gard®

Solar Gard positively impacts lives with products that protect, save and renew. Headquartered in San Diego, California, Solar Gard 
makes industry leading architectural and automotive window films, photovoltaics and custom coatings. A division of Saint-Gobain 
Performance Plastics, a subsidiary of Saint-Gobain, the world leader in the habitat and construction markets, Solar Gard’s 
architectural solar control window films are proven carbon negative and reduce global greenhouse gas emissions. Solar Gard 
products are sold in more than 90 countries under the Solar Gard®, Quantum® and Solar Gard Armorcoat® brands. For more 
information, visit www.solargard.com.
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 Please recycle

Solar Gard® Panorama® Hilite®  
Window Film for Solar Protection  
and Safety

A better environment inside and out.®

Scan to explore



The latest and most innovative film from Solar Gard  

is Panorama Hilite which gives you an exceptional 

combination of protection and peace of mind. Because  

it is spectrally selective, Hilite offers you unique 

performance advantages that maximize the benefits of 

sunlight while blocking the harmful rays. Hilite also  

features the highest levels of optical clarity, conveys  

maximum visible light and is non-reflective. Your home  

or commercial building is more comfortable without 

overloading your air conditioner, providing impressive  

energy savings. Light-sensitive furnishings, floors and  

artwork are shielded from heat and harmful ultraviolet  

rays. And Hilite is virtually invisible on your windows so  

your views are as beautiful as ever.

Hilite is also offered with the additional choice of safety 

and security features in a film that keeps the elements and 

intruders out while holding shattered glass safely in place. You 

get all the benefits of Hilite film plus the advantage of impact 

protection. This powerful film out-performs other brands in the 

unbeatable combination of solar protection  

and safety.

Keep it cool

Hilite blocks more than half of the total solar energy from the 
sun from entering through the windows, so you are far more 
comfortable while you enjoy the natural light. By controlling  
solar heat, Hilite eliminates uncomfortable hotspots and  
uneven temperature fluctuations. You’ll be using your air  
conditioning less, which means less energy consumption  
and a smaller utility bill. And indoor temperatures become 
cooler and more comfortable.

Keep it new

The same windows that create an inviting ambiance with light 
can also fade your furnishings and increase your exposure to 
UV light. Keep your interiors vibrant and new longer with Hilite. 
Hilite rejects 99% of the ultraviolet rays, protecting expensive 
curtains, hardwood floors, rugs, furniture and valuable artwork 
from fading and discoloration. Because Hilite protects from 
harmful UV rays, it can help to prevent certain forms of skin 
cancer and is recommended by the Skin Cancer Foundation.

Keep it safe

Beautiful as they are, windows can also pose a threat:

 • The kids’ playing catch on the front lawn

 • A severe storm pummels your office building or home

 • A thief tries to gain entry into your home or business  
  by breaking through a window

Hilite comes in a safety version that keeps shattered glass 
safely in place when a window breaks from a deliberate or  
unintentional impact. People and interiors are protected  
from flying shards and break-ins are effectively deterred. 

Keep Your Office or Home Cool, New and Safe

Improve the quality of your life by keeping out uncomfortable heat, protecting 

your furnishings and letting in the view you love with Solar Gard® Panorama®  

Hilite® spectrally selective window film. Easy installation and maintenance

Hilite is professionally fitted by a global network of trained and 
certified dealers. Our certified Solar Gard technicians install  
the film to the inside of your existing windows quickly and 
easily, so disruption to your business or household is minimal. 
You can clean window film as you would untreated windows for 
worry-free maintenance.

Get the clear performance advantage

Hilite provides a distinctive combination of high solar heat 
rejection, high visible light transmission and low reflectance. 
These high performance and energy-saving benefits make 
Hilite the preferred film among office or building managers and 
homeowners. You can also choose Hilite film with all of these 
benefits plus safety and security features.

Comprehensive warranty

When you choose Hilite, your purchase is backed by a  
comprehensive warranty package. Your authorized dealer will  
provide you with complete warranty details and documentation.

A Solar Gard product

Panorama Hilite is manufactured by Solar Gard a global leader 
in environmental stewardship that actively practices energy  
efficiency throughout the manufacturing process.  Solar Gard is 
a designated provider in the Clinton Climate Initiative, helping 
people, businesses and governments around the world save 
energy and diminish CO2 emissions by installing window film 
on their homes and facilities.  

Choose to keep your home or office building cool, new and 
safe with Panorama Hilite spectrally selective window film. 
Contact your Solar Gard elite dealer today to discuss installation 
for your home or business.

Hilite is only available through an authorized Panorama Dealer.

Film performance for Hilite® 70 window film  

without film with film

26%
99%

Ultraviolet blocked Blocks 99% of ultraviolet rays

Total solar energy rejected 15%
55%

Rejects more than half of the 
total solar energy

90%
72%

9%
9%

Visible light transmission

Visible light reflectance

Maintains maximum visible  
light transmission, while  
keeping visible light  
reflectance to a minimum.


